1 Circle the words that are not in alphabetical order. Draw arrows to show where the words should be.

Example: factory   famine   farm   flood   forest   fox

1 rabbit   river   recycle   road   rock   rubbish
2 paper   people   pollution   plastic   population   protect
3 destroy   dirt   disaster   disappear   drought   dump
4 traffic   tree   truck   tornado   town   tower
5 sand   shop   shade   stone   storm   sun

2 Write three sentences using as many of the words in Exercise 1 as possible. Remember to check them for sense and punctuation.

1 ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

2 ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

3 ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
3 Complete the sentences.

1 They have been recycling plastic since ________
2 He has been driving a car for ________
3 He has been taking shorter showers since ________
4 We have been studying the environment since ________
5 We have been supporting World Watch for ________
6 She has been walking to school since ________
7 I have been picking up litter for ________
8 We have using energy-saving light bulbs for ________
9 Farmers have been using pesticides for ________
10 I have been re-using plastic bags since ________
11 He has been working at the factory for ________
12 She has been keeping chickens since ________